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Safety corner: 
carbon monoxide

Carbon monoxide (CO) 
is a toxic, invisible gas 
with no smell. It’s created 
when any kind of fuel is 
burned, but your heating 
equipment should vent 
it safely to the outside. 
This is why it’s so important 
to have your equipment 
serviced regularly to ensure it’s working 
correctly and safely. It’s also essential to 
install CO detectors around your home, 
especially near all bedrooms. You should 
test these detectors once a month.

Besides a faulty heating system or a 
blocked flue or vent, here are the most 
common causes of CO leaks:

ANGLE-DOUBLE-RIGHT  appliances operating for long 
periods without venting

ANGLE-DOUBLE-RIGHT  back drafts caused by pressure 
imbalances near a heating system

ANGLE-DOUBLE-RIGHT  an idling vehicle in an attached 
garage

ANGLE-DOUBLE-RIGHT  a gasoline-powered generator 
running in a basement or attached 
garage

Be sure to know the symptoms of CO 
poisoning, which are like flu symptoms. 
They include fatigue, dizziness and 
nausea. If you suspect a CO leak, let fresh 
air in right away by opening doors and 
windows. Then leave the house and call 
for help.

Always committed to your comfort 

Dear Friends,

After a year of surging energy 
prices, product shortages and 
40-year-high inflation, we know that 
many of our customers are entering 
2023 with plenty to be concerned 
about. Rest assured, the Lee 
Thompson Company is committed 
to your comfort and safety. 

For more than 60 years, we 
have kept Houston homes 
and businesses comfortable. 
Our skilled, experienced technicians 
are available any time of day or 
night for emergency HVAC repairs. 
If you need to upgrade your heating 
or cooling equipment, we’ll work 
with you to find the right product at 
the best price — then install it quickly 
and correctly.

We’ve made some improvements of 
our own recently, beginning with 
our new and improved company 
website. I encourage you to check 

out LeeThompsonAC.com and see all 
the updates. We’re particularly proud 

of the new Shop Filters section. 
(See related article on Page 4.)

Soon, you’ll be able to schedule an 
HVAC service appointment right 

on our website. We’re also 
rolling out Service Titan 
software, which enables our 
techs to enter information 
on tablets. This will expedite 
service calls and get rid of 

unnecessary paperwork.

If you need assistance this 
winter or anytime throughout 

the year, don’t hesitate to 
contact our office. We’re always 
here for cooling, heating and 
cleaning the air you breathe!

Warmly,

  Scott Thompson, President

WIN a $500 Visa gift card
We could all use some extra money in our 

wallets. Here’s a chance to boost your budget.
Read this newsletter, then visit LeeThompsonAC.com 
and click on the contest link to answer the questions. 

All entries received by 5/18/23 with the correct 
answers will be entered into a drawing for a $500 gift 

card. Three winners will be selected!
No purchase necessary. A purchase will not increase chance of winning.



Save Money — Don’t Make These Six Mistakes
It’s only natural that everyone is trying to save money while, at the same time, keeping their home comfortable.  

But there are right ways and wrong ways to do that.  Here is some advice.

Turning off the heat in some rooms
One common mistake we see people 

make is when they drastically reduce or completely 
shut off the heat in different parts of their homes.

While you might think this will save you a little on 
heating costs, shutting off the heat creates the 
possibility that water pipes may freeze — especially 
in poorly insulated rooms or rooms with water pipes 
located in exterior walls. As you might expect, frozen 
pipes that burst cause extensive water damage. 

If you have a furnace, shutting off some vents can 
disrupt normal air flow, causing an imbalance that will 

just make your furnace work harder, wasting money 
and straining your ductwork.

What’s the answer? It’s best to keep heat flowing to 
all the rooms in your home. A better idea is to keep the 
temperature at a comfortable level throughout your 
home and program it to energy-saving settings when 
the house is empty or everyone is asleep.

If you have a zoned system, you can vary the 
temperature in different rooms, eliminating the 
temptation of shutting the heat off completely in 
parts of your home.

Trying to make your heating 
system work faster
When their home feels chilly on a 
cold night, some people turn their thermostat 
up as high as it will go, thinking their home will 
get warm faster.

That’s a mistake. Your heating system doesn’t 
work like a car — there is no gas pedal to make 
it go faster. Your system will produce heat 
at the same rate regardless of whether your 
thermostat is set to 68 degrees or 85 degrees. 

(Setting the thermostat higher just makes your 
system work longer and burn more fuel.)

What’s a better way? For better temperature 
control, trade in your old manual dial 
thermostat for a digital programmable one. 
This allows you to automate your home 
temperature settings and can help you 
reduce your energy use, with savings as 
high as 10% per year. 

Putting up with dry air 
Healthy indoor air contains a certain 
amount of moisture — ideally about 55%. 
But during the winter, the air becomes much 
drier than in the summer months. This can make 
reaching that ideal moisture percentage in your 
home difficult.

Don’t put up with dry air in your home any longer. 
A dry indoor environment can cause a range 
of problems, including dry, irritated skin and 
increased allergic responses. If left unchecked, 

dry indoor air also result in physical 
damage to your home and furniture.

We can help you by adding a whole-house 
humidifier. Properly humidified air feels 
warmer than dry air, which means a whole-
house humidifier will help you feel warmer 
at lower temperatures. According to the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, you can save 
3-4% on your heating bill for every degree you 
lower your thermostat.

Not saying good-bye 
to an old system

If your boiler or furnace is at least 15-20 years old, think about 
replacing your heating system soon. The performance and reliability 

of heating equipment typically deteriorates after 15 years (sooner if 
maintenance has been neglected.)

At minimum, a new system should help you save up to 20% on your annual 
heating costs. If you significantly improve system efficiency, savings can be 

even higher. That could mean hundreds of dollars in savings each year.

Additionally, you can finally stop paying for expensive repairs and escalating 
maintenance costs for your old system.

Overusing electric 
space heaters

Some people choose to shut off their furnaces (or turn their 
thermostat way down) and switch on electric space heaters in their most 

frequently used rooms. But doing this vastly increases the chance of 
frozen pipes. Overusing electric space heaters can also make your 
utility bill soar. (Electricity is expensive!)

There is nothing wrong with using a space heater for some extra 
warmth when you need it. But if you do use a portable heater, always 

turn it off when you leave the room or go to sleep. Always keep pets 
and children away from space heaters. And make sure you keep your 

space heater away from anything flammable!

Doing your own repairs
Over the years, we’ve seen some costly —  
and dangerous — consequences when someone tries to 
do their own repairs on a malfunctioning heating system or appliance.

These types of repairs present unique challenges that more often than not require 
extensive training and sophisticated diagnostic equipment to assess and fix. 

So, the next time you need a heating system repair, don’t attempt to do it yourself. 
It’s well worth it to call in a certified technician who has the training, experience and 

tools to find and fix your problem quickly, correctly and safely.



Norma Ibarra
Dispatcher Call Us! 281-937-4923
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We’re your one-stop shop 
for top-quality air filters

According to the U.S. Department of Energy, 
the average American spends 90% of their time indoors. 
And the air inside your home can be up to five times 
more polluted than the air outside. Your HVAC system 
can spread harmful agents into 
the air your family breathes.

Our indoor air quality experts 
can attest that your system’s air 
filters are the first line of defense 
against airborne toxins. (See the related article.)

We’ve added a new feature to our company website that 
makes replacing and upgrading your home’s air filter 
a breeze. Just go to LeeThompsonAC.com and click 
Shop Filters. You’ll have access to a catalog of nearly 
1,000 different types of filters for your HVAC system!

You can search for filters by brand, size or MERV rating 
(the industry measurement of how 
effective a filter is at trapping airborne 

particles). Place your order on the 
site, and we’ll send your filters in 
bulk with free shipping!

At the Lee Thompson Co., we’re 
always looking for ways to 
guarantee you unparalleled comfort 
and convenience.

Filter facts

Is your home getting dustier? 
Your furnace’s air filter might be to blame. 
Most furnaces come with low-end flat-panel 
filters that can’t capture the majority of dust 
particles. While it isn’t possible for a filter 
to catch every single particle, a high-quality 

pleated filter performs better. A better filter 
means cleaner air, improved HVAC system 
efficiency and fewer breakdowns. You’ll save 
money on energy bills and system upkeep, 
and your indoor air will be healthier. 

Want to improve your air quality even more? 
Talk to our team about a whole-house air 
cleaning system.

Snapshot
If you call our office for a heating 
or cooling system repair, you’ll be in 
great hands with our newest dispatcher, 
Norma Ibarra.

Norma joined the Lee Thompson team last 
April. Before that, she worked in applications 
services at FEMA — you could say she 
was already an expert at helping people. 
She coordinates customer calls and directs 
service staff so that “everyone is taken care 
of as quickly as possible.” This winter has 
brought an unpredictable combination of 
heating and air conditioning calls.

“With the weather we’ve had, you never know 
what the next call will be,” she says. “It’s a fast-paced 
job. The days move fast!”

With her professional, friendly, knowledgeable manner, 
Norma always puts customers at ease. In her free 
time, she likes hanging out with friends — at the beach, 
if weather permits.


